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INTRODUCTION
Recent invest igatio ns [l-8] have demon strated the intera ctive nature of the basic
proces ses of a positi ve displac ement compresso r. Fluid pressu re pulsat ions play an
import ant role in influe ncing it. For example, consid er a single cylind er with suction and discha rge pipes. Unstea dy flows
in suctio n/disc harge pipes are genera ted by
the recipr ocatin g action of the piston ,
aided by the rapid openin g and closin g of
pressu re actuat ed autom atic valves . These
pressu re fluctu ations , in turn, affect valve
displa cemen ts, cylind er pressu re and instan taneou s fluid flow rates.
If these proc"es ses
are modele d mathe matica lly, just by glanci ng
at the equati ons, one can see the strong
intera ctions betwee n the variou s compon ents
[l-6]. Becaus e of this reason , a simult aeous soluti on of all mathem atical models is
a recomm ended proced ure [l-8].
In multicylind er compr essors, these dynami c interaction s are furthe r compl icated by the
additio n of cylind er intera ctions . Suctio n/
discha rge piping of a cylind er influe nces
flows in the suctio n/disc harge piping s of
other cylind ers. These fluid dynami c effect s
are discus sed in this paper. Cylind er interfere nce mechan isms will be define d and
explai ned, and then the result s of a two
cylind er compre ssor invest igatio n shall be
presen ted.
Gas fluctu ations in both suctio n and discharge lines consis t of a period ic train of
mass pulses . Suctio n and discha rge flows
could be consid ered as compos ed of mean and
fluctu ating parts. The fluctu ating part
exhibi ts a wave phenom ena. The pressu re
pulses in both suctio n and discha rge system s
travel throug h and ahead of the mean fluid
flow with the speed of sound, and are reflecte d back and forth by discon tinuiti es
and end condit ions. With freque nt openin g
of valves , pressu res are altere d rapidl y
,and are functi ons of both spatia l coordi nates
and time. But in genera l, one dimen sional
model descri ption is suffic ient for fairly
accura te analys is.
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Fluctu ating fluid pressu res are genera lly
much smalle r than the mean pressu res. Thus,
acous tical theori es could be utiliz ed to
descri be the fluctu ating fluid motion [1,
2, 4-9]. Mean flows can be predic ted by
using standa rd steady flow formu lations .
Theref ore, both steady and unstea dy motion s
could be analys ed separa tely and then added
togeth er to provid e the total fluid pressures. Note that only the unstea dy flows
are capabl e of dynami c intera ctions . Also
note that only the lower harmon ics are detrimental to compre ssor perform ance and behavi our.
Thus the presen t study concen trates on the
acoust ic plane waves formu lations .
It should
be pointe d out that the philos ophy and modeling techni que is the same for both suction and discha rge system s. Thus the formulati ons for one are applic able to the
other.
As is eviden t from the litera ture survey ,
the work in the area of mathem atical modeling of the multic ylinde r compre ssor lines'
pulsat ions is very limite d. The only investigatio n which dealt with the dynami c coupling of multic ylinde r caviti es is by Soede l,
Padill a, and Kotali k [4].
It applie s an
acoust ic lumped param eters type of approa ch to
model a two-cy linder discha rge system . The
model is solved in the time domain with the
rest of the compre ssor simula tion equati ons.
A lumped param eters techni que relies heavil y
on an easy ident~fication of the inerti a and
elasti c el~ments which may not be possib le
in all the cases, and it also suffer s from
the accura cy viewp oint. Also, the Soedel ,
et al [4] model could not accoun t for the
piping exitin g from a common plenum .
In a
recent effort , Soedel [9] has added an equation for the exit pipe. But, it is not
genera l as it descri bes only an anecho ic
termin ation.·
·
Schwe rzler [10] modele d suctio n and discha rge
system of a multic ylinde r compre ssor by
using only a quasi- steady mean pressu re variations techni que which ignore s gas inerti a

Kinematic coupling in the absence of cavity
coupling would not cause any dynamic interactions between the cylinder. The only
result would be that the discharge pressures
of all the cylinders would have the same
phase relationships amongst them as that of
the rest of the compressor processes. On
the other hand, the cavity coupling in the
absence of kinematic coupling would cause
fluid dynamic interactions. The waves, from
all of the valve exits, would start simul•taneously and propagate in the system. And,
the interference would take place. When the
kinematic coupling is superimposed on the
cavity couplings, then the waves from the
valve exits do not start simultaneously.
Now, the interference phenomena is going to
be rather complicated. One has to keep track
of both the amplitude and phase of each and
every harmonic of a cylinder. The similar
harmonics cause a constructive interference
and the dissimilar harmonics cause a destructive interference.

coupling effects. The literature search has
not revealed any other efforts in either
compressors or its close parallel, internal
combustion engines.
MULTICYLINDER FLUID DYNAMIC INTERACTIONS
The gas pressure oscillations are more complicated in a multicylinder discharge (or
suction) system because the cylinders inIn a single cylinteract with each other.
der case, mass flow rate through the discharge valve is the source function for pulsations. The waves generated by it propagate
through the system and get reflected because
of the impedance mismatches. All these considerations are applicable here also except
that there are some more complications. The
interactions can be thought of as consisting
of two type of couplings, namely the kinematic and the cavity couplings.
(i) Kinematic Coupling
The kinematic arrangement of a multicylinder
reciprocating compressor is such that the
instantaneous crank angles of all the cylinders are not the same. Since the compressor
operation is a cyclic phenomena, all the
processes in a particular cylinder will be
ahead or behind the other cylinders by some
phase differences. During a cycle, every
cylinder discharges gas to the discharge
system through the automatic valves. As
the respective processes in all of the cylinders are not taking place at the same
time, the discharge mass flow rates of all
the cylinders also will not be simultaneous.
Their time lag, in every cycle, will correspond to the crank phasing between the cyIn the frequency domain, this time
linders.
lag becomes the phase lag (or lead) and has
to be accounted with each and ev~ry harmonic.

One can picture multicylinder discharge (or
suction) case as a dynamic system with
multiple periodic nonsimultaneous input sigIt depicts
It is shown in Fig. 1.
nals.
a multicylinder compressor discharge/sucti on
system as a dynamic system which consists
of m subsystems, where m is the number of
cylinders. Mass flow rates through valves
could be considered as inputs, and time delays correspond to their relative kinematic
crank phasings. The output is the unsteady
fluid pressure, and it is influenced by subsystem interactions, which correspond to
cavity (or geometric) couplings.

(ii) cavity Coupling
The mass discharges from all cylinders are
accumulated and then sent to the condenser.
The cylinders are gene~ally connected to
each other through passages and plenums.
The mean fluid flow follows the pattern of
these geometries and is pumped downstream.
The acoustic waves not only propagate down
the discharge line of one cylinder but also
influence each other through the connecting
elements. The impedance inequalities all
over the lines would reflect the acoustic
waves back. Thus, in a discharge plenum
there are incident and reflected waves corresponding to not only its respective cylinder but also to all the other cylinders.
Hence, the resulting pressure in front of
any discharge valve has components corresponding to all of the mass flow rates. of
course, the main component is due to its own
mass flow rate input. The other cylinders
may enhance or subdue it. Similarly, at any
other point in the system, the wayes from
all the cylinders interfere with each other.

MODELING PROCEDURES

The philosophy of the present modeling is
the linear acoustical theory. Plane wave
formulations are utilized to construct the
mathematical models because it is sufficient
to cover the frequency range of interest.
The assumption is valid from the fact that
most of the compressor suction and discharge
components are much smal~er than the lowest
significant wavelength in question.
The following procedures are used to model
and analyse discharge (or suction) systems.
(i) Distributed Parameters Modeling
Acoustical system characteristics are described in the distributed parameters format.
These are in hyperbolic form, and their ar(a) wave
guments include the following:
number (b) attenuation factor (c) geometrical dimensions and (d) additional energy
related to the velocity field due to the
disturbing influence of the discontinuties.
Composite systems are analyzed by building
It is a "building block"
fourpole matrices.
type of approach, and involves simpler mathematical operations. Fourpole matrices are
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system character istics and could be solved
to provide other system character istics,
namely, acoustica l impedance s. The present
solution technique utilizes these steady
state impedance formulatio ns for fluid pressure predictio ns.
It was first tried by
Elson and Soedel [7] on a single cylinder
compresso r. They determine d that it is
more efficient and general than some classical approache s. The procedure is iterative in nature as it simulates the interaction of the lines and valves, i.e., the
effect of back pressures on the automatic
valves. Elson and Soedel [7] tried it for
a very simple system (valve chamber connected to long lines) and obtained good results.
But, they could not generaliz e the procedure
for a multicylin der case. Also, they did
not show its applicabi lity to complex and
practical geometrie s.
The present study generaliz es the impedance
modeling concept by extending it to (a)
complex composite systems and (b) multicylinder cases [12]. To account of the
multicylin der interferen ce mechanism s, the
following procedure is used:
a. The source function for the excitation
of suction/d ischarge acoustic system
is the volume velocity. Refer to Fig.
2. For each cylinder, volume velocity
is defined different ly and the respective crank phasing is associated with
it. Thus the kinematic interactio ns
are accounted for in the volume velocity formulatio ns.
b. To take into account the acoustica l
character istics of the suction/d ischarge system, input and transfer
impedance s are defined and computed.
Whereas the input impedance s are
defined only at the valve exits,
the transfer impedance s are defined
not only at valve exits but also at
intended pressure predictio n locations.
Input and transfer impedance s
are operated on by their respectiv e
volume velocitie s to obtain pressures .
Thus the cavity interactio ns are incorporate d in the definition and calculation of impedance s.
(ii) Lumped Parameter s Modeling
Suction/d ischarge system component s can be
identified and modeled as gas inertia,e lastic and resistanc e elements. Such an approach is potential ly attractive and powerful in the case of irregular cavities and
passages, often encounter ed in the suction/
discharge systems. Distribute d parameter s
analysis of such cases may be difficult and
tedious. Also, a lumped analysis provides
a good and sound understan ding of the fluid
dynamic effects. Lumped parameter s models
have been analysed using both transient and
steady state solution technique s.
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a. Transient Analysis: Equations for gas
pulsation s are directly coupled with the
rest of the compresso r mathemati cal models,
and are simulated in time domain. Fluctuating pressure force was considered as the
excitation forcing function in the equation
of acoustic motion [4, 6, 9].
b. Steady State Analysis: Unlike transient
analysis, it was not used for the simulatio n
purpose, rather the intention was to carry
out only the acoustic analysis of the cavities and passages. The objective was to
attain an insight into the phenomena of
dynamic interactio ns [12]. The following
are the various steps:
(1) Fourier analysis
of the mass flow rates and then incorpora tion of relative kinematic phasings into
mass flow rate harmonics .
(2) Identifica tion
of gas mass, spring and damping elements and
developme nt of the equations of motion in
terms of acoustic volume displacem ent. Harmonic component s of the mass flow rates are
treated as input excitation s.
(3) Solution
of the eigenvalu e problem.
It involves a
solution of the equations of free motion.
Natural frequencie s and mode shape of gas
oscillatio ns are computed. Natural frequencies are predicted in terms of geometric
dimension s of the cavities and sonic speed
of the gas medium.
(4) Computati on of the
forced acoustic response.
It is done by
using the modal expansion technique . Using
the above mentioned procedure , both kinematic
and geometric interactio ns could be evaluated
separately . Time variant pressures could
be computed by the Fourier synthesis of the
pressure, or volume displacem ent, harmonics .
(iii) Modeling with Measured Acoustic
Characte ristics
It may not be always possible to create a
mathemati cal model of some complex practical
suction/d ischarge component s. Also, the
mathemati cal models could also become too
cumbersom e, difficult and time consuming for
numerical computati ons. Under such cases,
it is more attractive to go to a test bench
and measure acoustica l character istics of
either the whole suction/d ischarge system
or a particula r acoustic element. Also, a
bench test would provide a quick check and
hopefully the understan ding of the acoustic
resonance s. The measureme nts could either
supplemen t or replace mathemati cal ~odels.
Either of the following two types of experimental measureme nts could be conducted .
a. Determina tion of Natural Frequenci es and
Mode Shapes: Microphon es or pressure transducers may be placed at different locations
and the suction/di scharge cavities can be
excited by an acoustic speaker. The measured
pressure responses would provide an indication of the natural frequencie s and modes
of gas oscillatio ns like lumped parameter s
modeling. These modal character istics could
be expanded to provide system pressures .

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

b. Measureme nt of Acoustica l Impedance s:
For the present study, an efficient method
of measuring acoustica l impedance characteristics of a suction/d ischarge system was
employed [12]. The system was excited by
an oscillatin g piston, connected to an
electro-dy namic shaker. The input volume
velocity was monitored by a displacem ent
transduce r. Pressure responses were picked
up by microphon es, mounted at different
locations . Sine, random and pulse excitations were fed to the shaker. A digital
FFT system was useJ for data acquistion
and processin g. This method provided input and transfer impedance s efficient ly
and directly. Since impedance s are system
dynamic character istics, one can easily
identify the effects of cylinder interactions. These measured values could be used
in place of theoretic ally calculated impedances, as shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4 shows the compariso n between theoretical and experimen tal results of the
It is defined as the
transfer impedance .
complex quotient of pressure at one cylinder
valve to the volume velocity at the other
cylinder exit. Thus it is clearly an indication of the interactio n mechanism between
the cylinders . The results presented in Fig.
4 are for the air medium at room temperatu re
and pressure. Note that ordinate is the impedance level which is defined as the dimensionless acoustic impedance in decibels. The
abscissa i.e., frequency is not in tb.e O.imemIt is done because there is no
sionless form.
reference frequency . The frequenci es here apply to the air medium. 1b make these plots applicable, the abscissa could be divided by the
air sonic speed to make it wave number.
A lumped parameter s analysis of the inner
cavities (refer to Fig. 3) reveals that
sloshthere were two natural frequenci es:
ing mode frequency is 390 Hz and compressi ve
mode frequency is 585 Hz. These resonance s
are clearly shown in Fig. 4. Now the question arises: what about the exit piping
and muffling system? If the discharge system component s belonging to one of the
cylinders are deleted, then the system is
reduced to a single cylinder discharge system. An approxjma te analysis demonstra ted
that there are two dominant low frequency
resonance s, one at 140 Hz and the other at
200 Hz. Thus the 390 Hz and 585 Hz resonances are due to the geometric elements
connectin g the two cylinders , and 140 Hz
and 200 Hz resonance s are due to the components through .which mean flows from one cylinder would pass. Therefore , if dynamic interference mechanism s between cylinders were not
modeled, only 120 Hz and 140 Hz resonance s
would have been predicted . Also, note that
390 Hz and 585 Hz resonance s are more dominant than the 140 and 200 Hz resonance s.

APPLICATION TO A TWO-CYLINDER CASE
The philosoph y and procedure s outlined in
the previous section were applied to a twocylinder refrigera tion compresso r [11, 12].
It was an opposed-p iston type reciproca ting
machinery . The objective was to simulate
discharge system gas oscillatio ns. A number of simplific ations were incorpora ted
according ly into the construct ion of the
compresso r mathemati cal models. However,
because of the strong interactio ns between
the discharge system and valves, special
emphasis was placed upon the modeling of
discharge valves. The aim was to predict
discharge mass flow rate accurately as it
was considered as the source function of
the discharge system excitation . Different
step sizes were explored and by comparing
the mass flow rates, an optimum simulatio n
step size was determine d. The discharge
back pressure effect on the cylinder pressure and valve motion was simulated by
employing an iterative procedure . Refer
to Figure. 2. The iteration was continued
until the pressure harmonics converged .
Figure 3 shows the schematic of a twocylinder compresso r example case. The
discharge system consists of the following
component s: discharge plenums, connectin g
passages, collector , exit piping, two muffler elements and an anechoic line. Measurements were conducted on a load stand
which utilized a hot gas by-pass type refrigeratio n cycle. As outlined in Fig. 3,
pressure transduce rs were installed inthe
cylinder, discharge plenum and anechoic
line. An electroma gnetic pickup, mounted
on the crank, was used to.identif y the
crank angle. Data acquisitio n and processing were performed by a mini-comp uter
operated high speed digital system, with
the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) capabilit y.
The measureme nts were conducted for three
different operating condition s. The running speed of the compresso r was 3580 rpm
and the fluid medium was R-12.

The natural frequencie s of the inner cavities for R-12 medium are 190 and 285 Hz.
These were calculated by using lumped parameters analysis. Modal expansion demon~trates that, for the present case of op'posed piston compresso r with a symmetric al
discharge system, out of the two natural
frequencie s, only the first natural frequency (190 Hz) is the resonance frequency .
It is associated with the sloshing mode of
gas oscillatio ns i.e., inertia elements
in the connectin g passages are oscillatin g
in phase with each other.
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The computer simulation program included a
distribute d parameter s type of descriptio n
for the discharge system. Results of the
simulation model including compariso ns with
the experimen t are presented . The fluctuating pressures at discharge valve exit and
at discharge system end i.e., anechoic line 1
are of interest.

Figur es 5-7 trace the press ure time histo ry
of the refrig erant flow in the cylin der,
disch arge plenum , and anech oic line over
one cycle of compr essor opera tion. Theoretica lly compu ted disch arge valve displa cements , plotte d on the same figure s, provid e
a corre lation betwe en the press ures and
valve openi ngs, All the plots show excel lent agreem ents betwe en measu red and predi cted resul ts. The cylind er cyclic press ure
varia tion, Fig. 5, agree s very well during
the disch arge valve openin g time. But,
there is a sligh t discre pancy during the
suctio n proce ss.
It is compa tible with the
resear ch objec tives and goals . For bette r
agreem ent during the suctio n, the same attentio n should be given to the model ing of
the suctio n valve s and plenum s. Also, it
should be noted that the valve s are model ed
entire ly analy ticall y with no exper iment al
input data. A bette r agreem ent deman ds more
exper iment al input s. Althou gh the resul ts
were compa red for three diffe rent condi tions,
they all showe d the same trends and tende ncies. This repea tabili ty of the experi mental and theor etical data develo ped a confi dence in the valid ity of the progra m. From
the cyclic press ure varia tion at valve exit
in the disch arge plenum , Fig. 6, it is seen
that three cycle s of the gas press ure oscil lation take place during one cycle of the
compr essor proce ss.
It indic ates that the
third harmo nic is domin ant at the valve exit.
It confir ms the ~esults obtain ed by lumpe d
param eters analy sis. The anech oic line
press ure, Fig. 7, is more or less steady and
no subst antia l fluctu ation s are taking place .
The press ure freque ncy spect ra is plotte d
in Figs. 8-9. They show an excel lent correlati on betwe en the measu red and predi cted
value s. Fig. 8 illust rates disch arge plenum press ure spect ra at the valve exit.
The resul ts are compa red-fo r the first 20
harmo nics, i.e., up to about 1200H z. The
spectr um demo nstrat es the domin ance of the
lower harmo nics in the disch arge plenum .
In fact, the third harmo nic is the most
domin ant. Fig. 9 shows the press ure spect ra
at the anech oic line. Only the first and
second harmo nics are still strong here; the
rest have been attenu ated eithe r by the discharg e cavity confi gurat ion or by the mufflers.
The resul ts are compa red for the
first 15 harmo nics, i.e., up to 900 H?·
CONCLUDING REMARKS
No gener al statem ent can as yet be made
regard ing the suctio n/disc harge press ure
time histo ry or freque ncy spect ra of a multi cylind er case.
It all depen ds upon the
crank arrang ement and geome tric config urations .
In gener al, multi cylind er compr essors are encou ntered and the desig ner is
faced with some of the most puzzl ing problems arisin g from pulsa tions. Now, the
quest ion ~s: how should he appro ach it?
Well, for an initia l guess , one can draw
an analog ous mecha nical or elect rical circuit of the suctio n/disc harge system and
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try to study the dynam ic behav iour. One
has to think along and keep track of harmonic compo nents of press ure, and not only
their magni tudes but phase s as well. Furtherm ore, it is hoped that the inform ation
prese nted in this paper would aid a desig ner
in evalu ating the signif icanc e of geom etric,
kinem atic and fluid param eters. This should
lead to a prope r selec tion of suctio n/dis charge compo nents.
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Cylinder and Discharg e Plenum Pressure s
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Discharge Pressure at Anechoic Termination
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Pressure Spectrum Behind a Valve
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Pressure Spectrum at Anechoic Termination
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